King of kings
Chapter 2401
“Hey, thanks, my good daughter-in-law.”
“Don’t be ridiculous, I’m not denying this, but that doesn’t mean I accept it.”
“Alright, I’m leaving, I’ll see you sometime.”Omi turned around and walked away.
“Hey, didn’t you say that the Immortal Emperor is after you, and Fa Wu Tian and the Green Man Old
King are looking for you, aren’t you afraid?”
Omi laughed, “Godni, I was just teasing you, look at my current realm.”
“Erm, late stage of Da Luo Jin Xian?The last time I paid homage to you, you didn’t seem to be in this
realm.”
“That’s right, the last time I paid homage to you, I was just a Tai Xian.”
“Ah, how did you ascend so much?”
“Of course it’s the Hong Meng liquid that made me rise so much, do you think I’ve been looking for you
for millions of years, just looking every day and not drinking the Hong Meng liquid while doing so?In
fact, while I was looking for you and drinking the Hong Meng Liquid, at first, I was able to digest it
once every ten thousand years, but after that, after stepping into the Great Luo Golden Immortal, I
was only able to digest it once every half a million years.So, during the millions of years of looking for
you, I relied on the Hongyong Liquid and ascended to the middle stage of the Great Luo Golden
Immortal.”
“Oh, I forgot that you had so much Hongyong Liquid, indeed, Hongyong Liquid is the best thing.But
unfortunately, you’ll only be able to rely on the Hong Meng Liquid to ascend to the Immortal level.”
“Uh, yeah?” One second to remember to read the book
“It’s useless to eat anything when you reach the Divine Immortal level, otherwise, there wouldn’t be so
few high ranking immortals.”
Omi said, “If I can be allowed to reach the divine Immortal level, I think I’m no longer afraid of any high
ranking immortals, at least, it won’t be that easy to kill me.I already have the ability to become a king
on my own.”
The divine nun didn’t say anything.
“Farewell.”Omi said no more and flew away.
After leaving, Omi quickly went ashore.
After landing on shore, Omi found a place to stop.

“It’s been almost half a million years since the last time I drank the Hong Meng liquid, and I’m almost
ready to drink it a second time.”
Omi took out two large bowls of the Hongmeng Liquid and then drank them all.
After that, Omi closed the door for about a year.
After a year, Omi opened his eyes.
“Hehe, late stage Da Luo Jin Immortal, only one more step before I can step into the divine Immortal
level.”
“Unfortunately, I’ll have to wait half a million years for the next drink.For the next half a million years,
I’d better practice the Shadowless Divine Sword, no, upgrade the Shadowless Divine Sword, I want to
incorporate the perception of the Three No Space into the Shadowless Divine Sword, although it’s
difficult, I’m sure I can do it.”
Omi found a cave and began to quietly comprehend, moreover, opened the depth space, in that case,
the time Omi spent was far more than half a million years, even equal to 500 million years was not
impossible.
Time flew by.
Half a million years passed in an instant.
In that cave, there sat a clay man that looked as if it was carved out.
Omi had been sitting here for half a million years, with an unknown amount of mud on his body.
At that moment, Omi woke up, but he didn’t open his eyes.
“Phew, it’s done, the Shadowless Divine Sword, upgraded by me, I’ve renamed it, the Three
Shadowless Divine Swords.”
“Now the Shadowless Divine Sword that has been upgraded by me, has become more than just
shadowless, it has become three nothing, nothing, but, it also means everything.This is, the upgraded
Three Nothing Divine Sword.”
Omi’s upgraded Three Nothing Divine Sword was more than a hundred million times more powerful
than the original Shadowless Divine Sword.
It was the most powerful kind of magic that Omi had upgraded, and it was more powerful than the
original
The Beginning Sword Technique was a hundred million times more powerful ah, and what was even
more frightening was that the Shadowless Divine Sword was already very powerful before it was
upgraded.
In the past, when the Overturning Mirror had not yet been destroyed, the soul of the Overturning
Mirror said that in the future, when Omi stepped into the Immortal level, he would teach Omi sword
secrets that were even more powerful than the Shadowless Divine Sword.Unfortunately, before that
day came, the Overturning Mirror had already been destroyed.
Omi’s body moved, and the dirt on his body disappeared.

Omi picked up his right palm, his right palm emitted a faint glow, this was an additional ability Omi had
out of thin air after the Overturning Mirror was integrated into his body.
Omi said, “Turning Mirror, now, I no longer need you to teach me a more powerful sword technique,
because, my upgraded Three Nothing Divine Sword is definitely more powerful than what you taught
me.I’m confident that after I step into the Immortal level, I can defeat the High Grade Battle Gods
using the Three-Without Divine Sword.”
Omi smiled and said, “After half a million years have passed, I can drink the Hong Meng Liquid again.”
Thus, Omi drank three large bowls in a row.
Then, it was closed for nearly three more years.
“Hahaha, hahaha.”After three years, Omi laughed wildly as he felt the realm in him.
This world, at this moment, had added another Immortal.
However, it was a first stage Immortal.
But it didn’t matter, Omi was using the Three No Divine Swords, even a high ranked War God might not
be able to defeat him, and Omi was still using a desperate divine weapon.
If in the future, Omi stepped into a High Tier God Immortal, then all the High Tier Battle Gods in the
world would not be able to be a match for Omi.
But right now, he was only at the Beginning Divine Immortal level after all.
Omi’s gaze chilled and headed straight for a place.
That was, the Legacy Department of the Fa Dynasty.
Fa Wu Tian had robbed Omi, and it was time to settle this score.
At this moment, at the Legacy Department of the Fa Dynasty.
“Report to the Acting Supreme.”
“Say.”
“Fa Lan has been found.”
“Bang.”That acting supreme being slammed the table and bellowed, “Bring that bitch up here.”
“Yes.”
Soon after, Fa Lan was brought up.
“Kneel down.”The Acting Supreme Being shouted and exerted pressure at the same time, forcing Fa
Lan to kneel down.
Fa Lan crossed his eyebrows.

“Fa Lan, you’ve made us easy to find, this hiding is millions of years.”The Acting Supreme said.
Fa Lan snorted, “What are you looking for me for?Didn’t you say that you expelled me from the Fa
Dynasty.”
“Do you think, at this point of your posture, is it really rare for the Fa Dynasty to find you, the reason
why they are looking for you is because, the Great Supreme Being wants to find Wind Lightning, say,
where is the Wind Lightning that is with you?”The Acting Supreme Supreme asked with a yell.
Fa Lan sneered, no wonder she was looking for her, she wanted to find Omi, but also, the Acting
Supreme Supreme, Fa Wu Tian, stole Omi’s divine weapon, he had to know how to use it.
“I don’t know.”
“You say it or not.”
“I really don’t know where the wind has gone.”
“You’re talking nonsense.”
“How would I know if I can’t even find you guys,”Fa Lan said.
All these years, Fa Wu Tian didn’t personally go looking for Omi, Fa Wu Tian spent most of his time in
the Green Man family because he was afraid that the Immortal Emperor would kill him.So, Fa Wu Tian
ordered the Legacy Department of the Fa Dynasty to look for Omi, but unfortunately, it had been
almost two million years and the hairs hadn’t been found, but fortunately, Fa Lan was found.

